
Man has lost Religion.  Threat of chastisements. 
 

V2 - August 30, 1899 - This morning my Beloved Jesus Transported me outside of myself, 
and made me see the decadence of religion in men and a preparation for war.  I said to Him:  
‘Oh Lord, in what a heart-rending state the world finds itself in these times, in things of 
religion.  It seems that the world no longer recognizes She1 who Ennobles man and makes 
him Aspire to an Eternal Purpose.  But that which makes one cry the most is that Religion is 
ignored by some of the very ones who call themselves religious, who should lay down their 
lives to defend Her and Revive Her.’ 

And Jesus, assuming a most afflicted appearance, told me:  “My daughter, this is why 
man lives like a beast – because he has lost Religion.  But times yet more sad shall come for 
man, because of the blindness in which he, of his own, has immersed himself, so much so 
that My Heart Aches in seeing him.  But the blood which I shall cause to be shed by every 
kind of people – secular and religious - shall revive this Holy Religion, and shall water the 
rest of the people, grown wild, that shall be left; and civilizing them again, it shall Restore 
their Nobility.  Here is the necessity for blood to be shed and for churches themselves to be 
almost destroyed – so that they may be Restored Anew and exist with their Original Prestige 
and Splendor.”  But who can say the cruel havoc they shall wreak on them in the times to 
come?  I let it pass in silence because I don’t remember very well, and I don’t see it very 
clearly.  If the Lord wants me to talk about it, He shall give me more Clarity, and then I shall 
pick up the pen again on this topic.  So, for now I stop here. 
 

FIAT!!! 
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